Make Breakfast Count

School is so important, and kids need a lot of things to succeed. Kids need more than pencils and books, and backpacks. They need a nutritious breakfast. Sick parents often struggle to get their kids to school on time. So, at God's Love, breakfast starts at home.

We deliver child-friendly breakfast kits to our clients with children. These kits contain oatmeal, raisins, fresh fruit, milk, and lowfat yogurt, to start the day right.

Help us build a better breakfast for hundreds of vulnerable children this school year. Our breakfast kits for kids are designed by our dietitians to help children do their best at school. We help give them the love, energy, and nutrition they need. This year we will build and deliver 3,000 breakfast kits for kids. Will you help?

Breakfast makes a difference, and so do YOU, when you sponsor a breakfast for a young child in need. It’s only $5 per breakfast, or $25 per kit to last a whole week. Thank you!

donate to make breakfast count

Heidi Klum volunteers at God's Love We Deliver and wants everyone to "Make Breakfast Count" by sponsoring a breakfast for a child of a sick client!
Breakfast Buliding in Action
Additional Campaigns
sponsor a birthday cake

**Birthday Bake Sale**

With each person who joins the God's Love Birthday Bake Sale and sponsors a cake for $10 each, we will make sure that thousands of New Yorkers living with serious illnesses don't feel alone on their birthday.

sponsor a Holiday Meal

**Celebrate With a Plate**
Our special holiday meals are delivered with love, to make sure that each and every one of our sick clients knows that someone cares. Share the spirit of the season, and please sponsor a holiday meal today!

$10 funds a meal

**Sponsor a Meal**

Every day, God's Love delivers LOVE, thanks to friends like you! And, you can help share the love by sponsoring a nutritious meal for a client.